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Others worried that they might not have attained their positions on merit. Full methodology and code here.
Solutions require a change of culture that can happen only from within. His writing has appeared in The
Washington Post, M. Code and Design Sentiment Analysis With graduate student Floris Wu, I published a
story at Roll Call exploring the sentiment of politicians on Twitter in the lead-up to the midterms. Indeed, data
suggest bias in mentoring decisions. Leaders of the NASW have been freelance and staff reporters for a
majority of US newspapers, wire services, magazines, and broadcasters. Aleszu is the editor of Storybench.
Christie Aschwanden , a science writer in Colorado, is a frequent contributor to Science Times. In June , John
J. Almost half said they had encountered flirtatious or sexual remarks, and one in five had experienced
uninvited physical contact. Given their voluntary nature, neither report can be expected to tell us the true
incidence of sexual discrimination and harassment among scientists and science writers. Clancy says she
decided to collect data after being overwhelmed with responses to a post she published on her blog at
Scientific American in  The responsibility for pushing back should not rest solely with the victims. My
university undoubtedly had a harassment policy, but such resources were thousands of miles away. Similarly,
our survey of writers grew out of well-publicized harassment accusations against a prominent male editor who
was a mentor to many female writers. Clancy says, and this can create powerful incentives to cover up bad
behavior, especially among perpetrators with tenure and power. We received responses from writers, mostly
women, and presented our results at M. The problem ended there, and my graduate student boss never made
any physical advances. The NASW incorporated in , pledging itself to "foster the dissemination of accurate
information regarding science through all media normally devoted to informing the public". I took the lodge
owner aside the next day and requested my own bed. Almost two-thirds of the respondents said they had been
sexually harassed in the field. By Christie Aschwanden Aug. More than 20 percent reported being sexually
assaulted. Topic Modeling Using R's topicmodels and quanteda packages, I attempted to predict news topics
from the headlines of 10, top-performing news articles written between Nov. Men rose to offer support. For
the midterm elections, I explored nearly 94, Facebook ads collected by ProPublica and compared the
sentiment and frequency of ads mentioning Beto O'Rourke or Ted Cruz.


